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BOOK - Forthcoming


BOOK CHAPTER


BOOK CHAPTER - Forthcoming


DISSERTATION

REFEREED JOURNAL ARTICLES


**REFEREED JOURNAL ARTICLES - Forthcoming**


**BOOK REVIEWS - Forthcoming**


**EDITORIAL/JOURNAL AND GRANT REVIEW ACTIVITIES**


Deephouse, D.L. 2002. Reviewer for *Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council (SSHRC)*.


Gellatly, I.R. 2002. Reviewer for *Academy of Management (conference submission)*.


Golden-Biddle, K. 2002. Ad hoc reviewer, Grant Review Committee, for *Canadian Institutes for Health Research Special Program Initiative: Knowledge Translation 2001*.


Greenwood, R. 2002. Reviewer for *Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council (SSHRC)*.


Miller, D. 2002. Editorial Board Member, Strategic Organization.


Steier, L.P. 2002, June. Reviewer for Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council (SSHRC), one of three reviewers selected by SSHRC to evaluate a major collaborative research initiative: a $4 million SSHRC flagship program housed at UBC, Vancouver.
**GUEST EDITOR/CO-EDITOR/JOURNAL SPECIAL ISSUE ACTIVITIES**


**RESEARCH GRANT AWARDS**


Golden-Biddle, K. 2002. Canadian Health Services Research Foundation/Alberta Heritage Foundation for Medical Research (CHSRF/AHFMR), $200,000, *Organizational change in health care*.


Li, S.X. 2002. SSHRC – INE, Initiative on the New Economy Grant (Collaborator, with Tim Rowley), *Understanding competition in the new economy—a network economy*, ranked No. 2 in SSHRC-INE grant category.

Li, S.X. 2002, January. Edmonton Journal/Southam Faculty Fellowship, $12,000 for three years.
Luchak, A.A. 2002. SSHRC Grant, $24,100, *The role and functions of occupational pension plans in Canada.*


Martin de Holan, P. 2002. SSHRC Grant, $96,000. *On the nature and causes of organizational forgetting,* with Fernando Olivera from Ivey School of Business, University of Western Ontario (co-principal investigator), and Tom Lawrence from Simon Fraser University (collaborator).

Martin de Holan, P. 2002. Centre for Entrepreneurship and Family Enterprise (CEFE) Grant, School of Business, University of Alberta, $12,000, *International strategic alliances between MNCs and large family firms: the birth of a new organizational form.*

ACHIEVEMENT AWARDS

Bradford, R.G. 2002, April. Awarded the very first “William Hardy Alexander Award for Excellence in Sessional Teaching.” The award was struck last year by the University of Alberta to recognize sessional teaching excellence and to publicize such excellence to the wider community.

Monk, D.P. 2002, October. Awarded the “HRIA Award of Distinction” by the Human Resources Institute of Alberta (HRIA) for his dedication to human resources excellence at the local and provincial levels.